556	DEFINITIONS
the most important mythological motives are common
to all times and races; I have, in fact, demonstrated a
whole series of motives from Grecian mythology in the
dreams and phantasies of thoroughbred negroes suffering
from mental disorders1.
The primordial image is a mnemic deposit, an imprint
("engramm"—Semon), which has arisen through a con-
densation of innumerable, similar processes.   It is primarily
a precipitate or deposit, and therefore a typical basic form
of  a certain   ever-recurring   psychic   experience.   As a
mythological motive, therefore, it is a constantly effective
and   continually   recurring   expression   which   is   either
awakened, or appropriately formulated, by certain psychic
experiences.   The primordial image, then, is the psychic
expression of an anatomically and physiologically deter-
mined   disposition.    If one   supports   the  view  that  a
definite anatomical structure is the product of environ-
mental  conditions   upon   living   matter, the   primordial
image in its constant and universal distribution corresponds
with an equally universal and continuous external influence,
which must, therefore, have the character of a natural law.
In this way, the myth could be related to Nature (as, for
instance, the solar myths to the daily rising and setting of
the sun, or to the equally obvious seasonal changes).   But
we should still be left with the question as to why the
sun, for instance, with its, obvious changes, should not
appear frank Und unveiled as a content of the myth.
The fact that the sun, or the moon, or meteorological
processes do, at least, appear allegorized, points, however,
to an independent collaboration of the psyche, which in
this case can be no mere product or imitation of environ-
mental  conditions.    Then whence  this  capacity of the
psyche to gain a standpoint  outside sense-perception?
i A remarkable example of an' archaic image is quoted in Jung,
Psychol, of the Unconscious, p. 108,

